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This is an exciting time for immunology.  Immunologist are attempting to answer increasingly 
complex questions concerning phenomena that range from the genetic, molecular, 
and cellular scales to that of organs, whole animal or humans, and populations of humans and 
pathogens.  Some of the questions we seek to answer include: 

How do the many different components involved interact with each other cooperatively, 
within and across these scales, for systemic immune responses to emerge?  

How does abherrant regulation of these processes cause disease? 

The non-linear, cooperative, and stochastic character of the interactions between components of the 
immune system as well as the overwhelming amounts of data that can now be collected can make it 
difficult to intuit patterns in the data or a mechanistic understanding of the phenomena being studied. 
Concepts rooted in physics and computational models are increasingly playing a key role in 
overcoming these challenges. 

At this symposium, 30 minute lectures will be followed by extended discussion on the technical 
challenges in the computational/theoretical realm, and how they might be addressed. We also aim to 
cultivate a community for junior scientists in the field around the world. We hope to make this an  
annual forum where junior and senior computational/theoretical scientists and experimentalists can 
come together to discuss the key advances and challenges.  Won't you join us?

https://tinyurl.com/jt6eevu



